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Example 3: Access management, automation of a gate
(File: EN_3.pm2)

Specification:

An individual wishes to control access to his
home using an automatic gate fitted with a
reversing motor (for opening and closing).
Opening: If the gate is closed or partly closed,
it can be opened using the remote control
signal. If the remote control is reactivated
whilst the gate is opening, the motor will stop
or restart.
Once the gate has opened fully, there will be a
delay of 4 seconds before it can be closed
again.
Closing: If movement is detected by the
sensor or if the remote control is activated
during closing, the gate will open fully. As
long as this sensor is actuated (for example, if
a vehicle stops in the gateway), the gate will
remain fully open.

Table of inputs/outputs:

INPUTS OUTPUTS
I1 Remote control O1 Open gate
I2 Gate closed O2 Close gate
I3 Gate open

I4
Movement
sensor

Model required:

Millenium II 8 inputs/4 outputs:
SA12 R 24 VAC.
SA12 S 24 VDC.

Program description:

FBD T1 (timer A-C) can be used to switch the
motor in the opening direction 0.5 seconds
after closing has been disabled. This prevents
the risk of short circuits and mechanical
shocks.
FBD T2 (timer A-C) performs two functions
simultaneously. The on-delay holds the gate
open for 4 seconds before closing can be
activated.
The 0.2-second off-delay can be used to
check the activation conditions of the FBD
"AND" output.

 Application advantages:

The ability to stop the gate opening or closing
using the remote control signal is an essential
safety feature of this type of application.

The parallel connection to the motor terminals
enables the addition of an indicator light to
indicate gate movement.

A Millenium II device with 8 inputs/4 outputs
can be used to activate this indicator several
seconds before the gate is opened or closed.
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Access management – automation of a gate
Example diagram: "Monitoring" mode
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Access management – automation of a gate
Logic diagram (EN_3.pm2)


